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Theme: UNDERSTANDING THE POWER OF PRAYER (Part 2)
Man can only be outstanding at the instance of having understanding in a given
subject area, and the altar of prayer is vital to gaining such understanding and
mastery of things that make outstanding (Matthew 7 vs. 10 - 11).
Prayer does not only change situation, it is has the inherent capacity to change
people: it transforms physically, spiritually and boost the believer’s confidence
level (2 Corinthians 3 vs. 7).
The prayer altar is an amazing platform for one’s desired turn around (2
Chronicles 20 vs. 3, 22). There is always a solution with God when approached
on the altar of prayer. The altar of prayer avails the believer an opportunity to
commune with the one that created him for the required solutions to issues.
The altar of prayer, when appropriately engaged, gives believers access to divine
encounters, which culminate in the bequeathing of glory on such individuals
(Jeremiah 29 vs. 13; Luke 9 vs. 28 - 32).
The altar of prayer is the altar of turn around (Acts 6 vs. 4, 7). Most failures in
life is a pointer to the failure on the prayer altar.
The altar of prayer is the altar of fulfilment of prophecies which help in
maximising destiny (Deuteronomy 2 vs. 24). It is expected that believers will
cultivate the lifestyle of ‘Praying Without Ceasing,’ that way every resistance to
the fulfilment of prophecies will be addressed before they rear their heads.
WHY PEOPLE DON’T GET ANSWERS TO PRAYERS?
It is the root of any plant that determines the fruits such tree will bear. It thus
becomes important that every believer settles the iniquity question before
asking God for any other thing on the prayer altar.

